
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

There has been a significant change to the legislation regarding data protection. A new regulation called the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is now in place and has been adopted by UK Law. All companies
within the EU had until May 2018 to ensure they are compliant with the new Regulation. The GDPR is the first
comprehensive overhaul in around 20 years and has some significant changes to the way organisations can
obtain, use and retain data in their day to day work; there are also increased penalties for companies who do not
comply.

Registration of medical, Internet and Participation Form
The information given on this form will be digitally stored and held on a Birmingham Gymnastics Academy
computer for access only by our Administration Manager and Senior Gymnastics coaching staff of Birmingham
Gymnastics Academy. It is necessary to get your written consent acknowledging that you understand this and
that you also understand that if at any time you wish us not to store this information you can contact us and
request that we delete the given information below. 

Personal Details:  
Gymnasts Name: _________________________________     Male ☐ Female     ☐ Date of Birth ________ 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________

Post Code: _______________ Tel: _____________   Email: __________________________

Medical Information
As  your  child  is  a  member  of  Birmingham  Gymnastics  Academy  there  will  be  times  when  Birmingham
Gymnastics Academy will be acting in loco parentis and will need a basic knowledge of your child’s medical
needs which maybe vital in an emergency situation where you are not contactable 
Emergency Contact Details Contact 
Name:_________________________________________________________ 

Telephone Number (Home)______________(Work)______________ (Mobile) ___________ 

When did your son / daughter last receive a tetanus injection? 

Does your son / daughter suffer from any ailments? 

ASTHMA  HAYFEVER     ALLERGIES    FITS   DIABETES.  If so, please state ailment and medication used: 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Please state any physical or mental conditions that the coach should be made aware of 
___________________________________________________________________________
I agree / disagree to my child receiving any emergency treatment, dental, medical or surgical (including the
administration of anaesthetics) that may be advised by a doctor. I do/do not agree for the above information to
be held on a Birmingham Gymnastics Academy computer database and accessed by senior Gymnastics coaching
staff  at Birmingham Gymnastics Academy.

Participation Agreement
Gymnastics has an inherent risk of injury and although Birmingham Gymnastics Academy will endeavour to
minimise any risk, accidents may still happen. It is incumbent on all members to abide by all rules and codes of
conduct at all times. The gymnasts and parents are required to ensure that the member is physically fit and
healthy to participate, particularly after illness or injury. 

In  signing  this  participation  agreement  I  declare  that  I  understand  the  element  of  risk  and  am willing  to
participate and will adhere to the safety rules and codes of conduct. 

Name of Parent/Guardian:  ______________________________________________________________ 

Signed: _________________________________________________________ Date: ________________



(please return to the Administration Manager or your child’s personal coach with all appropriate club fees) 

Consent form
Use of images and/or words 

In order for Birmingham Gymnastics Academy to comply with data protection regulations, it is necessary to
obtain your written consent to use your image or words for the purpose of celebrating your child’s achievements
and promoting the club. You should only agree to Birmingham Gymnastics Academy using your photograph,
film or words if you feel completely happy for it to do so. You should not sign this consent form if you feel
under any pressure or obligation to do so. 

1.How we may use your photograph, film and words: 

Birmingham Gymnastics Academy may use your photograph, film and words for the purposes of promotion,
education and development of the club in order to publicise events through its official website; in newspaper
articles;  through  various  social  media;  magazines  and  other  media  such  as  websites,  information  leaflets,
electronic newsletters and presentations.
 
2. What if I change my mind? 

Once an article or image is published and in circulation through any of the above mentioned media it can be
copied and used by others. However, you can contact the Birmingham Gymnastics Academy at any point and
ask us not to use your image or words for any new purposes. We will comply with this request and will also do
our best to stop others using your image or words, although we cannot guarantee this. Please note that we will
be unable to remove images that have already been used in publications or publicity material. 

3. How long will Birmingham Gymnastics Academy retain my images? 

If you do not withdraw your consent, we will retain any images for three years. After three years, images will be
reviewed and will be deleted unless they are considered to be of historical  importance to the club and are
retained as part of the club's archive.

 NAME: …………………………………………………………………………. DOB: ………………………… 
(Person in photograph/film) 

ADDRESS: ……………………………………………………………………….………………………..……….
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 EMAIL: ………………………………….…….. TELEPHONE NUMBER: ………………………………… 

☐ I consent to the Birmingham Gymnastics Academy  using my image and words as described in section 1 
above 

☐ I consent for my image to be shared with British Gymnastics for the purposes of promoting the sport 

DATED: …………………………………………………………. SIGNED: …………………………………… 
(Data subject if over 13 years of age) 

SIGNED: ………………………………………………………… 
(Signed by parent If  under 16)


